Looking northeast above and parallel to the railroad grade (to the right off of photograph) there are two cabins that are the remains of the family camp.
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LOOKING TO THE SOUTHWEST, DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE BOILER SHOWN IN THE FOREGROUND OF PHOTO #1, THERE IS A JUNKED CAR. BEHIND THE CAR (A) IS A BUILDING PARTIALLY STANDING.

INT: 2983-75
This copy of an original photograph which was taken around 1925 illustrates the use of the spar pole (A). The cable hooked onto a limbed tree (A) was used to drag the timber via steam donkey power to and onto the railcar.
This copy of an original photo which was taken around 1925 at Camp Clavey, illustrates the appearance of the steam donkeys. Notice the skids (A) which aided the donkey in moving from one place to another. The donkey pulled itself with a pulley, a cable (B) that was hooked onto a tree and its own steam.
Niagara Camp

Standing at one of the shower water boilers (in foreground) looking in a northeast direction in the center of the main camp can be seen: A. The railcar used for a bunkhouse and later for food storage. B. Another shower water boiler on its side. C. A small shed in fair shape. D. A pile of rotting lumber where, most possibly, the shower house stood.
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Looking southwest from the end of the trestle towards the steam donkeys, the railroad bed still has its cedar ties but the rails have been salvaged.
This photo is taken at the northeast end of the trestle looking southwest toward the family and main camps. The trestle, built of red fir is 318 feet long and towers above Niagara Creek (A) 54 feet.
Looking to the northeast, this Willamette brand, is one of the four steam donkeys. Note the skids and cable.